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ABSTRACT:

In this chapter the various kinds of charge storage cells are discussed

as a result of examining many samples with different structures. The C-V, I-V and R-V
measurements of the structures confirm the memorization capability of MIOS devices.
The examined structures reveal three kinds of memory actions. The first one is the
charge storage capability which can be shown through (C-V) curve shifting as the device
was exposed to certain stress for a certain time. The second is the electronic switching
that is demonstrated by the fact that the switching between ON and OFF states and
back to original state can only be obtained by inverting the polarity of the applied bias
voltage. The third kind of memorization action is that the device can be switched into a
variety of stable intermediate resistance states. The new resistance state is determined
by the height of the programming pulse applied to the device. This memory action is
noticed from R-V characteristic and known as a nonvolatile analogue memory behavior.

ŗŽƄřŤƆMIOS ŔƒƂŒŧř Ƒż ŖŧƂŒŦƃŒƍ ƇŨŤƃŒ ŘœƒƂƍƄŪ
ƑƄŵ ŧŽŪ ƇœƆƀƃ .ť

ťƆšƆ ƇœƆŧż ųœƂƍ .ť

ŝőœºřƈ .ŗºŽƄřŤƆ ŔƒƂŒŧř ŘŒŦ ŜŦœƆƈ ŭšż ťŶŕ ƁƃŦƍ ƇŨŤƃŒ œƒƚŤ ųŒƍƈŊ ŻƄřŤƆ ŗŪŒŧť ŘƆř ŚšŕƃŒ ŒŦƋ Ƒż
ŗºŮƍšŽƆƃŒ ŔƒƂŒŧřƃŒ ŘŧƌŲŊ .(MIOS)¾Œ űőœŕƈ Ƒż ƇŨŤƃŒ ŗƒƈœƂƆŒ ƅŵťř (R-V)¾Œƍ (C-V)¾Œƍ (I-V)¾Œ ŘœŪœƒſ
œºƌřŲšƚƆ ƇƂƆƒ ƑřƃŒƍ ŗŕƒƂŧřƃŒ Ƒż ŘœƈšŬƃŒ ƇŨŤ ŗƒƈœƂƆŒ ƍƋ ¾ƍƕŒ ųƍƈƃŒ ŖŧƂŒŦƃŒƍ ƇŨŤƃŒ ŘœƒƄƆŵ ƇƆ ųŒƍƈŊ ŗśƚś
¾Ɔŵ ƉŧœƌŲŒ ƍƋ ƑƈœśƃŒ ųƍƈƃŒƍ .ƇƒŶƆ ƇƆŨƃ ƑőœŕŧƌƂ ťœƌŞŒ ƏƃŒ ŗűƒŕƈƃŒ ůƒŧŶř ťŶŕ (C-V)¾Œ ƑƈšƈƆ ŻšŨ ¾ƚŤ ƇƆ
ƏƃŒ ųƍŞŧƃŒ ƅś ƇƆƍ(ON) ¾Œƍ (OFF)¾Œ Ƒřƃœš Ƈƒŕ şœřŽƆƃŒ ¾ƍšř ¾ƚŤ ƇƆ ƊřŲšƚƆ ƇƂƆƒ ƐŦƃŒƍ ƑƈƍŧřƂƃŒ şœřŽƆ
ŗºűƒŕƈƃŒ ƅŒťŤřŪŒ ŗƒƈœƂƆŒ ƍƋ ŖŧƂŒŦƃŒƍ ƇŨŤƄƃ ŚƃœśƃŒ ųƍƈƃŒƍ .ŗűƄŪƆƃŒ ŗƒřƃƍŽƄƃ ŗƒŕűƀƃŒ ŔƄſ ťŶŕ ƁƃŦƍ ŗƒƄŮƕŒ ŗƃœšƃŒ
ƇºƂƆƒ Śƒš (OFF) ƍ (ON)¾Œ Ƒřƃœš űŪƍřř ŖŧƀřŪƆƍ ŗŽƄřŤƆ ŗƒƆƍœƀƆ Řƙœš Ƈƒŕ ƊƄƒƍšř ƇƂƆƒ ƑƈƍŧřƂƃŒ şœřŽƆƂ
ŗºŪŒŧť ¾ƚŤ ƇƆ ƉŦƋ ƇŨŤƃŒ ŗƒƄƆŵ ŘŲšƍƃ ťƀƃ .ŗűƄŪƆƃŒ ŗŞƆŧŕƃŒ ŗŰŕƈ ųœŽřŧŒ ƇƆ ŖťƒťŞƃŒ ŗƃœšƄƃ ŗƆƍœƀƆƃŒ ťƒťšř
.ŖŧƒœűřƆ ŧƒźƃŒ ŗƒŧŲœƈřƃŒ ŖŧƂŒŦƃŒ ŗƒƂƍƄŪŕ ŻŧŶř ƉŦƋƍ .(R-V)¾Œ ŭőœŮŤ
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1- INTRODUCTION
Essentially the memory devices are structures whose resistance and capacitance vary
with magnitude and polarity of applied voltages [1]. The storage devices may be volatile or
nonvolatile. They can be used as an analogue or digital memories. The MOS structure is an
important type of the memory devices. Recently the shunt capacitance and shunt conductance
of such structures have been studied and investigated thoroughly [2,3]. The retention and
endurance of charges in the non-volatile memories depend on the oxide layer of the device.
The oxide layer is the most important part in the MOS structure. This layer limits the type of
the storage device. It is known that the leakage current is responsible for enhanced charge loss
in flash EEPROM memory. The leakage current is a tunneling process via neutral traps. The
leakage current induced by Fowler-Nordheim (FN) stress in MOS capacitors increases
drastically when the oxide thickness decreases [2,3]. The MOS device is essential structure in
flash EEPROM memory. It is more important to study the factors and parameters which
influence switching and retention of memorization in MIOS structures.

2- MIOS DEVICE FABRICATION
The MIOS devices used in the present investigation were fabricated as follows:
After the wet chemical treatment of the silicon wafers have been carried out, thermal
oxides were grown thermally at 800 oC in dry oxygen for time intervals 15 mins, 25 mins and
35 mins that yield silicon dioxide of thicknesses 7.75 nm, 15.5 nm and 21.7 nm respectively.
The oxide thickness tox was calculated from C-V measurement realized at 100 KHz. We are
aware that this method gives a rough estimation of the oxide thickness, but for this work we
do not need a precise measurement of oxide thickness.The wet chemical treatment was
repeated for cleaning only the back sides of all silicon wafers after thermal silicon dioxide
(SiO2)th growth. Then aluminum was thermally vacuum evaporated on the back side of all
wafers as a back contact with thickness of 200 nm. Post-metallization annealing was carried
out under vacuum for 60 mins at 400 oC, for making a good ohmic contact between silicon
and aluminum as a back contact.Then thermal vacuum evaporated (SiO)d film of 100 nm
thickness was deposited with a rate of 0.2 nm/sec on a part of the thermal grown silicon
dioxide (SiO2)th using a suitable mask to form (SiO)d 100 nm second insulator layer.For other
samples the second insulator layer was fabricated by thermal vacuum evaporated (SiO2)d
films of 100 nm thickness with deposition rate of 0.2 nm/sec on the thermal grown silicon
dioxide (SiO2)th to form (SiO2)d 100 nm.For each kind of the MIOS devices, two types of gate
contacts were fabricated. For some devices a strip of NiCr of 40 nm was deposited with a rate
of 0.2 nm/sec on the second insulator layer using a suitable metallic mask with an aperture of
2 mm width and 20 mm length.In the last step, for all devices, aluminum gate contacts of 200
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nm thick were thermally vacuum deposited through the metallic mask with ( 1 and 2 mm)
diameter holes.

3- MIOS CHARGE STORAGE CAPABILITY
For the MIOS (Al/(SiO2)d100 nm/(SiO2)th7.75 nm/p-Si) structure the high frequency (1
MHz) capacitance voltage (C-V) curves were measured before and after stress voltage to
evaluate the effect of the stress on the capacitors as shown in Figs.(1) and (2). From the high
frequency C-V curves, the characteristics of the flat-band voltage shifts were obtained. The
distribution of the generate dinterface-statesdensities were calculated. Before stressing, oxide
charges are found to be 1.63 u 1011 charge / cm2.After the stress of – 10 V for 1000 sec, the CV curve indicates the presence of the positive charge in the dioxide. The change in oxide
charges are calculated after the stress and are found to be equal to 'VFB × Cacc, i.e. (2.6 u 1011
charge/cm2).That occurred because of tunneling of holes from p-type silicon substrate into the
gate structure [4]. Comparing the two C-V characteristics for strip gate and dot gate samples,
it is clear that the shift window in the dot gate sample approaches 2.5 V while in the strip gate
sample is about 2 V.This is attributed to the more recombination of electron injected from
metal gate with stored positive charges, and the more tunneling back of holes near Si/SiO2
interface into Si substrate in the strip gate sample after removing a stress voltage because of
larger area and larger defects. Hence, the density of remained store charges will be less [5].

4- MIOS DIGITAL PROGRAMMABLE RESISTOR MEMORY
Switching action of the two kinds of devices has been studied after exposing them to a
stress voltage of 10 V for 1000 sec. The experimental I-V curves for each device in “OFF”
and “ON” states are illustrated in Figs.(3) and (4). It is clear from both figures that these
devices exhibit memory switching [6]. Both the ON-state and the OFF-state characteristics
extrapolate through the I-V origin. The on-state is thus retained once the bias is removed,
giving a non-volatile, memory switching. By applying a negative bias the device can be
switched from conducting ON-state back to the OFF-state. From the two characteristics
shown, the behavior of each device differs from the other. The switching voltage from the
OFF-state (line AB) to ON-state (line CAD) for the device of SiO deposited insulator is
between (5-6) V, while that for SiO2 deposited insulator is between (7-8) V. In the reverse
direction the switching voltage from the ON-state (line CAD) to the OFF-state (line EA) for
the device of SiO deposited insulator is between – 3V and – 4V, while that for SiO2
deposited insulator is between – 6V and – 7 V.
The

two

devices

are

of

the

same

thermal

tunnel

silicon

dioxide

of

7.75 nm thickness. The difference in the switching voltages is attributed to the second
deposited insulator difference, because both deposited insulators (SiO and SiO2) have the
same thickness (100 nm). The forming effect in SiO deposited layer happens at a voltage less
than that of SiO2 deposited layer, i.e. the insulation reliability of SiO is less than that of SiO2
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[7]. Although the programming mechanism of this memory device is not yet understood fully
[1], it is thought that the current in a formed device is carried by a filament which is less than
1 Pm in diameter. Formation of a filament may be associated with a diffusion of the top metal
into the insulator layer, resulting in a dispersion of metallic atoms in the insulating (SiO and
SiO2) matrix [8].
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5- MIOS ANALOGUE PROGRAMABLE RESISTOR MEMORY
Non-volatile memory switching has been observed in
Al/(SiO2)d 100 nm/(SiO2)th 21.7 nm/(p-Si) (MIOS) structure. Evidence for filamentary
conduction is found for devices that are in their low impedance state. The switching
phenomenon requires the existence of two impedance states which are stable at zero applied
bias. The device tested showed memory switching and their initial state was one of high
resistance. Fig.(5) shows analogue switching characteristic of Al/(SiO2)d 100 nm/(SiO2)th 21.7
nm/(n-Si) (MIOS) device.
After the device was exposed to stress voltage of 40 V for 1000 sec., the device
displayed a non-volatile, analogue memory behavior. The resistance state is determined by the
height of the programming pulse applied to the device. The range of programming voltages
that can be applied is referred to as the programming window. The operation of the device
involves the following processes [1]:

Bulk resistance of the structure (K: )

700
Deposited SiO2 TH=100 nm
After stress voltage +40 v
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+ve writing pulses
-ve erasing pulses
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2
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3
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(5)
Fig.(5-22)
MIOS bulk resistance versus applied pulse
height for thermal SiO TH=21.7 nm with dot gate
2

1.

Forming: This is an only one time process in which a stress of 40 V for 1000 sec is
applied across the device electrodes. This creates a vertical deep conducting channel of
submicron width, which can be programmed to a value in the range 500 : to 600 K:.

2.

Writing: To decrease the device resistance, positive “write” pulses are applied.

3.

Erasing: To increase the device resistance, negative “erase” pulses are applied.

4.

The device resistance can be “read” using a voltage of less than 0.2 V without causing
reprogramming.
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The programming pulses (write or erase), which range between 1 V and 3 V, are typically 500
nsec width. In Fig.(5) the device resistance is seen to increase from 500 : toward 600 K:
depending on the height
of the erase negative pulse. The magnitude of write positive pulse is used to set the final
resistance of the device. The programming window is 2 V.
It is thought [9] that the current in a formed device is carried by a filament, which is
less than 1 Pm in diameter. Formation of a filament may be associated with a diffusion of the
top metal into the amorphous SiO2 layers, resulting in a dispersion of metallic atoms in the
insulating
SiO2 matrix [10]. At Si-SiO2 interface, when the device is in the high resistance state, it is
characterized by a large device voltage and low device current. In this state the semiconductor
under the tunnel oxide is deep depleted since any minority charge at Si-SiO2 interface is
effectively drained away by the tunnel-oxide. At switching point the device becomes unstable
due to the initiation of a regenerative feedback mechanism [3], which collapses the width of
the deep-depletion region to its strong-inversion value.

6- CONCLUSIONS
The examined devices manifest three kinds of memorization phenomena. The first one is the
charge storage capability which can be noticed through C-V curve displacement when stressing
the device. The second is the digital memory switching which is demonstrated by the fact that the
switching between ON and OFF states and back can only be obtained by inverting the polarity of
applied bias voltage. The third kind of memorization noticed in this work is that a device can be
switched into a variety of stable intermediate resistance states. The new resistance states could be
determined by the height of the programming applied pulses. This phenomenon is known as the
analogue memorization.
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